Receptive field properties of near neighbor orientation selective neurons in the visual cortex: a modeling study.
The primary visual cortex is organized into clusters of cells having similar receptive fields (RFs). A purely feedforward model has been shown to produce realistic simple cell receptive fields. The modeled cells capture a wide range of receptive field properties of orientation selective cortical cells. We have analyzed the responses of 78 nearby cell pairs to study which RF properties are clustered. Orientation preference shows strongest clustering. Orientation tuning width (hwhh) and tuning height (spikes/sec) at the preferred orientation are not as tightly clustered. Spatial frequency is also not as tightly clustered and RF phase has the least clustering. Clustering property of orientation preference, orientation tuning height and width depend on the location of cells in the orientation map. No such location dependence is observed for spatial frequency and RF phase. Our results agree well with experimental data.